Perception of levels of emotion in speech prosody
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ABSTRACT

Prosody conveys information about the emotional state of
the speaker. In this study we test whether listeners are
able to detect different levels in the emotional state of the
speaker based on prosodic features such as intonation,
speech rate and intensity.
We ran a perception experiment in which we ask
Swiss German and Chinese listeners to recognize the
intended emotions that the professional speaker produced.
The results indicate that both Chinese and Swiss German
listeners could identify the intended emotions. However,
Swiss German listeners could detect different levels of
happiness and sadness better than the Chinese listeners.
This finding might show that emotional prosody does not
function categorically, distinguishing only different
emotions, but also indicates different degrees of the
expressed emotion.
Keywords: Emotional prosody, speech
theatrical speech, Swiss German, Chinese

perception,

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Emotions in speech
Emotion in speech is being transmitted via verbal and
vocal components. Early studies have focused on the
relation between emotions and various suprasegmental
speech features such as loudness, pitch, speech rate etc.
[13, 15]. Previous studies have associated prosodic
characteristics such as high F0 mean and range and higher
speech rate with specific emotions such as fear rather than
sadness [27]. Whiteside has also noticed differences in
jitter (%) and shimmer (dB) between different types of
anger (“hot” and “cold”).
However, different listeners may focus on different
acoustic parameters [12] and different speakers may also
use different acoustic features to express emotions,
especially in cases that might be considered more
subconscious, thus less controlled, for example when the
speaker is under stress [24].
Biological [6] and cultural factors contribute to the
production and perception of emotional prosody.
Emotions can be identified in content-free speech by
speakers from different countries and language
backgrounds [21, 23]. Some of these parameters, such as
the pitch range may carry emotional information in nonverbal communication such as laughter [25].
Moreover, studies on emotion recognition in music
have also shown a relation between the level of loudness

and tempo and the perceived emotion [8, 10, 11, 22, 28].
High tempo and increased loudness are associated with
happiness while low sound level and slow tempo has been
associated with sadness [9]. Additionally, listeners show
preference to less urgent speech, therefore less
“annoying” speech [4]. Of course, researchers have also
described inter-speaker and inter-listener variability in the
production and interpretation of vocally expressed
emotions [17].
Global prosodic features, such as the F0 level and
range can lead to automatic discrimination of emotions at
levels comparable to humans’ recognition for the four,
considered as, basic or “primary” emotions, that is,
happiness, anger, sadness and neutral [18, 26].
An interesting issue is the definition of the emotions
themselves. It is common to define some “basic”
emotions such as happiness, sadness, anger, fear [15] and
consider them as the basis for other, complex emotions. It
is however difficult to understand how emotions work
and even more to understand how emotional prosody is
being processed neurologically.
In an emotion identification study Pell detected a
contribution of both hemispheres in the identification and
recognition of different emotions in real and nonsense
utterances, revealing an increased role of the right
hemisphere on the recognition of emotional prosody
features [19, 20]. However, emotional recognition appears
to be a rather bilateral process, rather than focused in one
area [1, 2, 3, 5, 14].
2. RESEARCH APPROACH
In this study we want to focus on the ability of a
professional speaker, specifically an actress, to use
emotional prosody to intentionally make the listeners
perceive the selected emotion. More specifically we will
try to answer the following questions:
1.

Can a professional speaker produce different
levels of emotion based only on prosodic cues?

2.

Can listeners recognize the emotion and emotion
level the speaker intentionally produces based
only on the perception of her prosody?

3. Can

non-German speakers perceive the
emotional prosody of the speaker and the
intended emotion? Will their perception differ
from the native listeners?

3. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Production experiment

2.1.1. Material
We used a set of 20 short sentences (8-10 syllables). The
first ten were real German sentences, elicited from the
OLSA database [16] and the other ten were pseudosentences created by a native Swiss German speaker and
professional composer. The sentences were semantically
neutral, and syntactically simple.
e.g.1 a. Peter bekommt neun kleine Blumen. (real sent.)
b. Pita sarft dei ulta Finge. (pseudo-sent.)
2.1.2. Design and Procedure
We asked a female professional speaker to produce the
sentences according to two 5-level emotional scales a)
from neutral to happy and b) from neutral to sad. The
listener produced the same set of 20 sentences two times,
once for the happiness and once for the sadness scale. The
scales were defined as:
a) Happiness scale:
Neutral, Happy1, Happy2, Happy3, Happy4
b) Sadness scale:
Neutral, Sad1, Sad2, Sad3, Sad4
As we could not know whether the speaker would be able
to intentionally produce these multiple levels of happiness
and sadness, she was allowed to prepare and practice the
utterances as much as she needed and to reproduce them
if necessary until she had produced the desired prosody.
We also asked her to produce the utterances in a way that
it will be possible for the listeners to recognize the
different levels of the emotion. The emotional levels were
randomly assigned to each of the sentences. For the
perception experiment we excluded the 8 Neutral
sentences. In total we used 32 utterances.

experiment. The demo was providing 8 stimuli that were
part of the experimental sentences and were covering the
whole range from “sad 4” to “happy 4” in order to
familiarize them with the performer’s speech before the
experiment. Then the listeners were seated in front of a
laptop, in a quiet room.
The participants were presented with a screen in
which there was the sentence: Diese person ist… (“This
person is”) on the top and a continuous grey area in the
middle of the screen. This area was a 0-100 scale
consisting of 100 equidistant intervals that were not
visible to the listeners [14]. On the left of the scale there
was the phrase eher traurig (“rather sad”) and on the right
the phrase eher fröhlich (“rather happy”). All the
instructions were translated fro the Chinese participants,
by a phonetician and native Chinese speaker.
The participants would listen to each of the stimuli
and then they would click on the designated gray area
from left to right according to the emotion expressed by
the speaker. After clicking on the scale the screen was
turning blank, then next stimulus was presented and then
the screen with the scale would appear again. The order of
the stimuli was randomized for each participant. The
whole dataset was presented twice, each time in
randomized order, for each participant. In total the
participants were listening and rating 64 stimuli (32
utterances played twice during the experiment).
4.

RESULTS

We used the 0-100 rating scale to compare the listeners’
rating to the speaker’s intended emotion for every
sentence. The scatter plot in Figure 1 shows the
correlation between speaker’s produced emotion
(horizontal axis) and listeners’ rating averaged by
emotional level (2 real, 2 pseudo-sentences per emotional
level).
Figure 1: Swiss German and Chinese listeners’
perception and speaker’s intended emotion.

2.2. Perception experiment

2.2.1. Listeners
28 Swiss German and 23 Chinese listeners participated in
the experiment. The participants were students at the
University of Zurich and the Chinese participants were
students at the Nanjing Institute of Technology (Nanjing)
and Renmin University of China (Beijing). None of the
Chinese listeners was a German speaker or has ever lived
in Switzerland or any other German speaking country.
2.2.2. Design and Procedure
The Swiss German and Chinese native speakers were
asked to rate the recorded sentences on a continuous scale
from sad to happy. A Praat demo window was used for
the experiment. The participants were being introduced to
the experiment interface and they had to try a demo of the

As we can see, some levels of emotion are better
recognized than others. In general we see higher SD in the
sadness scale and we can also see that sad2 and sad3 are
vey close to each other. On the other side, the different
levels of happiness are clearly separated from each other.
In the second graph we can also see the differences
between the two appearances of the dataset. There is no

significant difference between the first and the second
rating of the sentences.
Figure 2: Listeners’ rating in the first and the second.

A linear regression test was conducted in order to test
the relationship between speaker’s intended emotion and
listeners’ rating. A significant regression equation was
found (F(1, 3262)= 8292.483, p < .001 with an R2= .718.
Swiss listeners’ rating showed higher correlation to the
speakers intended emotion. A significant regression
equation was found (F(1, 1790)= 9513.988, p < .001) with
an R2 = .842. On the other hand, for Chinese listeners
regression equation was also significant (F (1, 1470)=
2864.338), with an R2= .661. Bonferroni corrected
pairwise comparison indicated non-significant difference
in the rating between sad2 and sad3 for both Swiss
German (p > .9) and Chinese listeners (p > .9). Chinese
listeners also showed no significant differences in their
rating between sad1 and sad2 (p > .9) and sad1 and sad3
(p > .9). Additionally, Chinese listeners showed no
significant differences in their ratings between happy7
and happy8 (p > .9).
3. DISCUSSION
This experiment was conducted to test whether speakers
can produce multiple levels of emotion using prosodic
cues and whether listeners can recognize these levels of
emotion. Professional speakers may be able to control
their voice in a more sophisticated way in order to
demonstrate fine differences between emotions than
normal speakers.
The results indicate that both the Swiss-German and
the Chinese listeners could identify most of the different
degrees of happiness in speech. However, both Swiss
German and Chinese listeners performed worse in
detecting different levels of sadness. This might be
because of different acoustic cues used to express sadness
and happiness, making the latter easier to perceive
acoustically. Additionally, Chinese listeners also had
difficulties distinguishing between the two higher levels
of happiness. It is possible that the prosodic and acoustic
differences between sad3 and sad4 were not as salient to
the Chinese as to the Swiss German listeners.
However, listeners in our study showed the ability to
detect differences in short utterances produced by an
unknown speaker. These acoustic cues that allowed
listeners to distinguish between levels of emotions could

be biologically, culturally, or both associated with these
emotions. As we have seen, there are arguments for and
against biological origins of emotional prosody cues [6].
However, in this study we cannot exclude the effect of
cultural differences in the perception of emotions in
speech and even if there is a biological base in emotional
prosody we do not yet have a clear idea about what part
of the paralinguistic or non-linguistic communication is
based on biology and evolution and what is culturespecific.
As we included only one speaker in our experiments it
is also not easy to understand the acoustic cues that
helped the listeners identify the levels of emotion. The
first question that arises from these experiments is
whether these results would be the same with a different
speaker.
Female speakers are usually more expressive in their
speech than male speakers, therefore would it be possible
for a male speaker to produce the different levels and for
the listeners’ to perceive them? Additionally, in this
experiment we used a professional speaker, a performer
that was trained to use her voice in a more accurate and
controlled way than an average speaker. An average
speaker might not be able to intentionally produce these
differences between levels of emotion, however it is
possible that we use similar acoustic cues as the
professional speaker to express emotions in everyday
speech.
Further investigation might reveal some of the
acoustic cues the speaker is using to express the levels of
emotion. We would expect that loudness, F0 levels and
speech rate are the most salient acoustic cues for the
listeners since we already know from the literature that
they are associated with emotional prosody.
Another aspect of this study is the ability of
professional performers to express emotional prosody and
to “communicate” with the listeners at a suprasegmental
level. Although we know that prosody conveys a lot of
information and contributes to everyday communication,
we do not know how effective this paralinguistic
communication is. These experiments have shown that
speakers might be able to elicit much more information
from prosodic features than we might expect.
Additionally they can elicit this information form a
speaker they are not familiar with, as well as from a
speaker that speaks an unknown to them language.
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